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If you lived in a small Mexican village (and 
most likely any village in Central
America), you would be spending most of 
the year talking almost exclusively about 
beans, better known as frijoles.
Corn and beans are by far the most valu-

able crop for Mexican farmers. Not a day goes by 
without putting a version of these in your stom-

ach. They are both served in an exciting variety of 
shapes and forms and I will gladly tell you more 
about the unbelievable story of corn in another 
article as the focus of this story is on the mighty 
black bean (Phaseolus Vulgarism). Although not 
equipped with a Mexican digestive system, we 
also consume beans daily.
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Dare I say that we do it quasi religiously! If you 
were born in Mexico and/or are of Mexican 
ancestry, your body has probably perfected 
(through generations and generations of bean 
popping) the art of converting so many beans 

into healthy proteins. Luckily, our stomachs 
are finally adjusting to the local custom of 

force-feeding-you-beans-until-you-no-
longer-can-eat.

As you surely know, each culture 
comes with specific mores and 
rituals. In our small indigenous 
village (and probably in most of 
Mexico) you are welcomed with a 
hot plate of beans and traditional 

tortillas—the thin flatbread made 
of corn that has nothing to do with 

the bleached wheat flour ones you 
buy at your local supermarket. Needless 

to say, fighting it or even thinking that you 
could politely walk yourself out of the situa-

tion is futile — some traditions are meant to live 
on! And in Mexico, they don’t take no for an an-
swer so be prepared to eat the most delicious 
frijoles (black beans) your stomach will ever get 
the chance to experience… and above all, ex-
pect to eat lots of it.
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Cooking black beans is an ancestral art that is 
passed on from mother to daughter. It is almost 
unthinkable to get your daughter married if she 
can’t prepare a good pot of beans for her be-
loved. The ‘perfect’ recipe is sacred and daring to 
alter it would be committing social 
condemnation. My wife Gina is fond 
of intuitive cooking and, despite be-
ing taught the ‘right’ way to prepare 
beans, threw herself in a cooking 
frenzy and altered the holy recipe 
(which I must say I adored!). Luckily, 
she survived and came back from 
the dead by trading forgiveness for 
some bomb black-bean burgers. 

Traditionally, beans are cooked for 
hours in an olla (clay pot) over an 
open fire. It is quite a tedious pro-
cess as you want to make sure to 
keep the fire consistent, meaning 
you must remain in constant con-
tact with your fire pit. I now realize 
why novelas (badly-acted and shal-
low-plotted soap operas that last for 
what seems an eternity) are so popu-

lar — they keep you paci-
fied while you patiently 
wait for your beans to 
be ready. They also add 
freshly harvested epa-
zote leaves (Dysphania 
ambrosioides) for both 
its pungent flavor and its 
carminative properties 
(combating flatulence). 
Avocado leaves and an 
entire garlic head are also 
commonly thrown in the 
mix. After years of living 
in Mexico, you will be sur-
prised to see how won-
derfully soothing and 
familiar a pot of cooking 
beans smell. It becomes 
a quintessential part of 

your daily life and, believe 
it or not, you end up missing it when you travel 
abroad (despite starting to hate beans when you 
live here).
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In my introductory article, I told you that upon 
starting our farm, Gina and I made a deal: I grow 
whatever food she fancies (sometimes having to 
use every cell of my brain to grow the ‘impos-
sible’) while she makes miracles in the kitchen. 
If beans we must eat, beans we shall cultivate. 
Although beans are amongst the most straight-
forward plants to grow, it is quite time consum-
ing and energy-gulping to grow a healthy or-
ganic crop that will feed you and your family for 
a whole year, especially when you eat beans on 
a daily basis. 

Beans have the particularity to produce and fix 
their own nitrogen. As your bean plant grows, 
there is a hidden miracle of nature hap-
pening under the soil, right around the 
roots. Nitrogen fixing plants (most legu-
minous) contain bacteria called Rhizobia 
within little nodules growing in their root 
systems. Overtime, the plant collects and 
stores nitrogen compounds which are 
indispensable for healthy growth. So, 
not only do leguminous plants create 
their own food supplement, but as they 
die, the fixed nitrogen is then released in 
the soil for other plants. It is a very sound 
agricultural practice as it frees you from 
having to use artificial fertilizers. Other 
plants like clover, peanuts, alfalfa and 
soybeans are also great nitrogen fixers 
and we plant them around the garden to 
feed our soil and plants. Multi-cropping 
(finding several uses and yields in every-
thing you do) is a pillar attitude to adopt 
if you want a bountiful garden…and life, 
I suppose.

Farming is generally (and sadly) associat-
ed with endless fields of corn, soybeans 
or any one crop. This practice, known as 
monoculture, has generated so many 
health issues and lessened the qual-
ity of the food you bring to your plate. 
As a small-scale farmer and fervent lov-
er of nature, I know that mixing plants 

has many advantages. Not only are your crops 
healthier as they benefit from each other, but 
you also maximize your space. Before planting 
a larger crop, I encourage you to think of space 
and time. Beans are either small bush-like plants 
or they like to climb on whatever they find. As I 
said before, they also bring a lot of goodness to 
your soil and neighboring plants. Mexican farm-
ers understood this key articulation a long time 
ago and they call it the Milpa (also known as the 
three sisters: corn, beans and squash). Corn pro-
vides some shade for the squash and support for 
the climbing beans while squash spreads over 
the soil to suffocate weeds and minimize evapo-
ration.
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The State of Oaxaca is fairly dry and hot. Everyone 
patiently waits for the summer rains which, mind 
you, are no longer as predictable as they used to 
be. So, a few days before the ‘predicted’ rain, you 
start planting corn. Lots of it! It should cover your 
entire field and you do not have to worry too 
much about overcrowding—between the infer-
tile seeds, the birds and the pests, you can count 
on sharing your harvest with nature. Once your 
corn seedlings are a few inches high, it is time for 
you to plant your beans and squash. While most 
farmers will plant all the seeds at the same time, 
we love giving our full attention to every seed. To 
give you some perspective, imagine spending a 
few days loading bags of seeds throughout your 
fields and planting them manually, one by one.

Needless to say, it wouldn’t be surprising if your 

back began to ache and if your mind started con-
juring up nightmares of all the tedious planting. 
But, years ago, I came up with my farming motto: 
“If time is precious, take it!” And so we do! Each 
seed that is successfully covered with healthy 
soil is boosting your chance to get a substan-
tial harvest. This is when the waiting game be-
gins…you look at the sky daily; you do all sorts of 
prayers and old rituals; you talk to your neighbors 
and try to comfort each other about the upcom-
ing rains. “A few more days and it is going to rain 
cats and dogs, I can feel it,” I’ll say. You even grow 
more superstitious by the day as other farmers 
share stories of curses, rainless years and massive 
plagues. The coming year’s food supply depends 
largely on your summer crop and you are only 
given one shot.
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You spend your hot summer throwing rocks and 
mimicking weird monster noises to scare the 
hungry birds off — don’t fool yourself, you will 
inevitably share some seeds with them. When 
all goes well, the rain blesses your land and the 
entire landscape turns lush and green. At that 
time of year, you have almost forgotten what the 
color green is. The hills are generally covered with 
sparse yellow grass. Most rivers are dry and only a 
tiny stream allows animals to survive. Only a few 
days of rain will suffice to restore health and fer-
tility to the land. And when it’s fertile, you’ll find 
yourself waking up early in the morning to walk 
through your field and admire the new growth. 
It’s the perfect opportunity to gather a few wild 
mushrooms for breakfast — life is idyllic!

Ironically, when you start salivating and dream-
ing about your promising harvest, you spend 
less time sleeping. Being far away from civiliza-
tion, we are at the mercy of animals and the ele-
ments. We are often woken up in the middle of 
the night by the alarming bark of our puppies. I 

don’t even have time to put clothes on before I 
run out of our hut with a bamboo stick, shout-
ing like a madman through the fields. They have 
spotted our worst ‘enemies’: wild horses, cat-
tle and donkeys. In just a few minutes, they can 
clean and trample a good chunk of your field 
so you must respond fast! If you are lucky, you 
can chase them ‘away’ and pray they won’t come 
back (which they do anyways). But sometimes 
you are not as lucky. One night, just before mid-
night, a large herd grazed through our fields and 
I was forced to call the village. Mobilizing a spe-
cial team of friendly farmers to the rescue, our 
friends came rushing with lights, rifles, ropes, 
sticks and bottles of mezcal!

Meanwhile, Gina and I (with the help of our tiny 
puppies) were doing the best we could to con-
tain the intruders — 1,400-pounds horned ani-
mals! We sacrificed a little corner of our field to 
keep them pacified until help came. You would 
be amazed at what a group of dedicated Mexi-
can farmers can achieve with sticks.
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The herd was finally regrouped and we walked 
them back, in the middle of the night, some 
eight miles away to an enclosed field where they 
will spend their summer away from our crops. 
As they say in Mexico: “Por todo bien mezcal, 
por todo mal, mezcal tambien” (drink mezcal for 
every good thing and for every bad thing also). 
Respectful of the tradition, cups of mezcal were 
joyfully shared to celebrate our victory.

If your crop manages to survive the endless ap-
petite of critters (remember, we grow organic, so 

we don’t spray harm-
ful chemicals on our 
plants), you still have to 
hope that it doesn’t rain 
too much. Heavy rain 
will destroy the delicate 
purple flowers before 
they have time to ma-
ture into delicious pods. 
It takes two to three 
months of dedication 
before your beans are 
ready to harvest (we let 
them fully dry on the 
plant). This is when the 
next chapter begins: 
harvest time!

At this point, your job 
is far from being finished. Once fully dried (pro-
vided it did not rain), you still have to shell the 
beans, winnow them and store them. We beat 
the pods with a stick (for smaller harvests) or 
drive over them many times. Once you collect 
your beans, you spend hours separating them 
from the remaining organic matter using grav-
ity and wind (winnowing). Once the beans are 
stored in bulk bags or containers, we feed both 
our animals and the soil with what is left. 
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Don’t think that your job is done and that you 
will be able to enjoy your beans year-round. It 
is now time to face the troublesome little bugs 
that eat your stored beans. You could lose your 
entire crop! We also always make sure to collect 
the best looking beans for next year’s planting!

Traditionally, the whole family gathers to harvest 
the beans. You pull the entire plant, spread it on 
a tarp and let it dry in the sun for a few days. This 
is a long and tedious process, but your reward 
will come at the end of the day when you throw 
your freshly harvested corn in the embers and fill 
your tummy with love. We use this opportunity 
to thank Mother Nature for the bountiful harvest 
and offer a few beans and drops of mezcal to the 
fire.

I hope you now realize how much energy it takes 
and how time-consuming growing your own 
food is. But let me assure you that it is truly one 
of the most amazing and enriching journeys of 
all. Growing black beans has helped us see the 

world under a totally different light. We hope 
that from now on, every time you come across 
beans, be it canned or in a juicy veggie burrito, 
you will smile and celebrate some happy farmer 
running naked in the middle of the night trying 
to save his crop.

Your food has a story, and the closer you get to it, 
the more respect you will show.

Cool bean facts:
- Beans are still used to this day for divination in a 
practice called favomancy.

- Bean leaves are also used to trap bedbugs 
thanks to their microscopic hairs (trichomes)
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Beans can be prepared in a myriad of ways, but 
most Mexican bean dishes start with a simple 
preparation. Known for the pot in which they 
are cooked (Olla), the beans are cooked slowly 
with onions, garlic and plenty of water. Being 
such a basic and ubiquitous food in Mexican 
households, it is natural that there are many 
ways to cook the beans. Each cook has her 
method and frequently defends it almost to 
the death. If your grandmother has taught you
a method and you like it, use it! If not, I pro-
vided a recipe “standard” as a starting point for 
you to start your own traditions.

Preparation time: 20 minutes
Cooking time: 2 hours
Total: 2 hours, 20 minutes
Quantity: 6-8 servings

Ingredients:

 1 sprig epazote (English name “goose-foot,” it 
is an herb with a lemon tone and an odor of 
old socks—not overly attractive to the Euro-
pean palate but an essential ingredient of Mex

Directions
1. Clean the beans carefully, discarding small 
stones and any debris. Then place them in a 
colander and rinse under running water to re-

move any dust that it may have.
2. Drain beans and place in a medium size pot. 
Add water.
3. Finely chop both the onion and garlic and 
add them to the pot or olla. Add avocado 
leaves (fresh or dry). Cover it and place it on 
the stove or fire. Keep the heat at a medium 
high. Once it’s boiling, reduce the heat to me-
dium low and maintain a simmer.
4. Cook the beans until soft. The time depends 
on the variety and freshness of the beans — 
the more time that has passed since your har-
vest, the longer the cook time. Make sure you 
always have plenty of water and, should it be
necessary, add more water.
5. The beans will be cooked when you can take 
one and crush it between your fingers smooth-
ly (be careful not to let it burn). It is traditional 
to season them with a sprig of epazote. Add 
it a few minutes before taking it off the fire as 
epazote provides rich flavor and aroma. Once 
finished, add salt to taste.

Good Tip: Save leftover beans in a glass jar or 
plastic container inside the refrigerator. They 
will keep for a week or more, but they can eas-
ily go sour if not kept perfectly cool, so you 
should get them out every other day and re-
heat, leaving them to boil for a few minutes.

Standard Black Beans

can cooking.)
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Don’t forget that you can always convert your 
leftover beans into refried beans. This quick 
and easy recipe is a great way to utilize those 
extras and give them a fresh feel. Like every 
recipe in Mexico, every woman has “her” flavor. 
This is our Mexican mama’s version.

Preparation time: 5 minutes
Cooking time: 20 minutes
Total: 25 minutes

Ingredients:

your palate)

Directions:
1. Line your pan with oil and heat.
2. Wait until your oil is super-hot then sauté on-

ions. Cook until transparent.
3. Place cooked beans in a blender with water 
and liquefy to a consistency you like. (Feel free 
to keep larger chunks or to go soupy)
4. Pour purée into your pan and stir.
5. Add your avocado leaves and salt to taste 
and leave to simmer.

Black Bean Burgers are a great way to reshape 
your leftovers into something fresh and deli-
cious in just a few minutes. Remember this is 
just a base recipe, I often add freshly grown 
herbs and vegetables, or what is in season and
available at the market. Feel free to let your 
imagination run wild and try new combina-
tions…

Preparation time: 10 minutes
Cooking time: 5-10 minutes
Total: Approximately 20 minutes
Quantity: 4 patties

Ingredients:

their juices

Refried Beans

BLACk Bean BURGERS
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-

vor)

-

tute for flour if needed)

Directions:
1. In a medium bowl, mash black beans with a 
fork until thick and pasty.

2. Finely chop the bell pepper, onion, garlic 

3. Shred the carrot and zucchini. Add into bowl 
and stir into mashed beans.
4. Add in your egg and paprika. (you can also 
add additional spices along with some salt and 
pepper)
5. Stir the mixture well. Mix in breadcrumbs 
until the mixture is sticky and holds together. 
Then divide the mixture into four patties.
6. Line your pan with oil and place on high 
heat. Once hot, add patties. (You can also bake 
or grill your burgers. If grilling, be sure to place 
on aluminum foil).
7. Once your patties are visibly holding form, 
flip to get a golden brown on the reverse side.
8. Lover heat to medium low setting and cover 
for 5 minutes.
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